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Circular economy is a sustainable economy that enables a 
continuous positive development cycle that preserves and 
enhances the use values, in an indefinite time, of cultural and 
natural capital, optimises resource yields and minimises system 
risks by managing finite stocks and renewable flows. 

Ellen MacArthur Foundation



“(The new paradigm) requires a change of culture within the conservation 
realm where use values are taken seriously and even ‘forceful re-
appropriations’ such as the re-use of roman theatres during the Middle 
Ages are not seen as a threat but as an opportunity for a second, third, … 
life for historic buildings. As long as the principle of reversibility is 
respected along this process, the dangers of this new paradigm can be 
limited in impact”. 

Andrea Bruno
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A SHIFT IN PARADIGM FOR CONSERVATION

IT USED TO BE A SUPPLY DRIVEN MARKET WHERE PROTECTION

(= MARKET INTERVENTION) AND CONSERVATION FOR CULTURAL

PURPOSES ONLY WERE THE RULE. THIS MODEL IS CHALLENGED 
TODAY.

TODAY, IT IS A DEMAND DRIVEN MARKET WHERE URBAN SUSTAINABLE

NEEDS AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY PROCESSES FOR THE COMMUNITY

IS GAINING MOMENTUM.

ADAPTIVE REUSE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE IS ALSO A MARKET 
WHERE SUPPLY (HERITAGE BUILDING) MEETS DEMAND (URBAN 
NEEDS)



CONSERVATION AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Conservation as circular transmission of heritage values

Conservation works as circular environmental process

Conservation works as circular intangible process

Conservation works as circular business, governance, and
financing models

Conservation as circular provider of new, innovative, creative
uses



FOR A NEW USE WHICH 
MEETS URBAN NEEDS IN A 
CIRCULAR WAY

A CULTURAL HERITAGE 
MUST BE ADAPTED IN 

A CIRCULAR WAY…

CIRCULAR ECONOMY WITH ADAPTIVE REUSE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

HOW ADAPTIVE 
CONSERVATION CAN BE DONE 
WITH CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
PROCESSES

HOW REUSE OF CULTURAL 
HERITAGE MEETS URBAN NEEDS 
WITH CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
PROCESSES



CRITERIA Description 

  

1. Cultural values preservation 

Authenticity The reuse practice preserved the authenticity of the building/place 

Integrity The reuse practice preserved the integrity of the building/place 

  

2. Circularity of conservation works  
Local skills The reuse practice made use of local skills/techniques/knowledge 

Efficiency The reuse practice made use of efficiency measures (e.g. energy, materials 

and water) 

Ecosystems The reuse practice contributed to ecosystems preservation and 

regeneration  

Waste and landfill The reuse practice contributed to reduce construction waste and landfill 

Biodiversity The reuse practice contributed to halt/reverse biodiversity loss  

Optimization The reuse practice achieved optimization in the use of existing resources 

Long term The reuse practice took into consideration performances of the building in 

the long horizon  

New innovative models The reuse practice has enhanced new innovative models for financing, 

business, governance. 

Local return on 

investment 

The reuse practice has contributed to higher and long-term local return on 

investment 

  

3. Circularity of outcomes from the use 
Cultural visitors The reuse practice has increased the number of cultural visitors  

Common good The reuse practice has provided commons to the local community  

Spatial integration The reuse practice has improve spatial integration of cultural capital 

Adaptability The reuse practice has increased future flexibility and adaptability of the 

building 

Raising awareness The reuse practice has improved local awareness for heritage and circular 

economy 

Real estate market The reuse practice has provided circular economy processes in real estate 

market 

Productivity The reuse practice has contributed to higher productivity (less inputs for 

more output) 

Creativity The reuse practice has enhanced creativity and innovation 

Public good The reuse practice has generated long-term free use concession 

Wellbeing The reuse practice has improved local health/ wellbeing 

Micro communities The reuse practice contributed to the creation/regeneration of micro 

communities 

Identity The reuse practice contributed to enhance civic pride, identities, and sense 

of the place 

 

Criteria of adaptive reuse
of cultural heritage aimed
to analyze the impact in 
terms of circular economy

Example: the adaptive reuse
practice contributes to increase
mixed land use of the place 
without compromising heritage
values





The industrial complex of Tour à 
Plomb, alias Brussels shot tower, 
was built in 1832 as a gunpowder 
factory (poudrière). 

By dropping from the top of the 
tower drops of the mixed lead, it 
was brought to its melting point 
while significant cooling and 
shaping processes occurred during 
the fall in the chimney.

Since the 2000s, the complex was 
unused.



Project of circular economy for multipurpose spaces for a school and 
neighborhood’s associations to strengthen the neighborhood's social cohesion 
and created a hub for community activities and cultural exchange. 





40 m³ of old bricks were 
dismantled, cleaned and 
reused in situ; nine old 
beams and an old floor of 
almost 500 m² were 
conserved and reinforced to 
preserve the old shape; old 
wooden beams 9.5 m long 
were refurbished into urban 
furniture as benches; old 
small granite stones were 
repurposed into urban 
furniture at the entrance 
and in the courtyard; the 
existing wooden beams 
were conserved and 
reinforced; the old logs 
(used for formwork) were 
repurposed and reused as 
big wooden doors. 





In 2016 a renovation and reuse project was proposed to
the Municipality to use the former monastery as
Innovation Palace hosting a co-working space for start-
ups, incubator and venture capital services, meetings
and events rooms.



The Benedictine monastery of St. Sophie in Salerno was realized in the X Century AD and
has a great long history of uses and reuses over centuries. In 1938 the use value was
linked to education (public school).
After a long period of abandonment, the monumental complex was recovered by the
Municipality within the URBAN programme in Salerno (1994-1999) and it was used as
place of public events and exhibitions.



BEST PRACTICES IN CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Energy efficiency is combined with an internal awareness raising
campaign (M’illumino di meno) targeting the users of Palazzo
Innovazione to optimize the use of artificial light. Green procurement has
been adopted to choose the furniture of the building: most stuff is made
of reused and recycled materials. The ancient windows have been
recovered, using more efficient glasses where possible. The building is
“plastic free”: users bring their own water dispensers and a water tank is
available for all to avoid plastics need. The building has a precise “car-
free” and health policy targeting users to stimulate healthy lifestyles.
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